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Today was my annual turkey flinging marathon at the hospital. Always ugly,
always insulting. Each Thanksgiving I pass out several hundred meals to the
employees and visitors stuck hanging around over the holiday. This year we
didn’t include free pie with the meal. Service turned nasty. No pie bad,
make nurses angry. Nurses hurt hamburger boy. I’m kidding. The nurses
were civil and pretty understanding. The ladies from housekeeping went
into hysterics, though. Such gyrations over pie. Weeping and accusations
ensued. Security had to be called. Then they found out we weren’t giving

away free soda, either. I brandished my mashed potato scoop and didn’t budge. Sometimes you
just gotta be assertive when the environmental services women get rough. I helped make a bad day
good for some families stuck in the sick wards and thats what counts.

I am the only person left in the country not to have seen New Moon yet. Really, it isn’t that I don’t
want to. On the contrary, I’m quite geeked up about it. I liked Twilight for lots of reasons. For
starters, After seeing how dreary the town in Twilight was (Forks, Washington), I started to call
around for northwestern realtors. As a depressive, I mean what a dream town to live in. 362 days of
rainfall each year, the constant need for a sweater and Mrs. Paul’s fisherman coat. There was that
and the idea that I could really identify with the stars of the movie. I bit a lot of women in high school.
Two or three of them still talk to me on Facebook and one just lifted the restraining order. Twilight
was extra scary for me, because the night I watched it was windy and filled with haunting, mournful
noises. 3/4 of the way through the movie I paused the disc and went outside to tell the jackass
neighborhood kids to stop banging on my house and moaning. Geez, I didn’t even know anyone still
made metal coffee cans and here were these kids denting my siding. Finally, I liked Twilight
because I could identify with Edward Cullen’s family. It is so hard to bring a nice, narcissistic, pasty-

toned girl home in the first place (although finding one isn’t difficult). Then
you’ve got to introduce her to your Elvira sister. Girl can suck the soul out of
you, but can’t make spaghetti. Try explaining why you don’t own a bed. Or
don’t. Just fly out the damn window like Crouching Tiger/Hidden Batman. Oh,
and then when all else fails, take the new girl to a family sporting event. “Yeah
we’re just like the Kennedy’s. We play family baseball on the estate.” As
you’re explaining the rules of Munster baseball, the creepy neighbors show up
and kidnap the new girl. Bet they can’t make spaghetti, either. I’m really
Looking forward to New Moon and will let you know how it was after I see it

this weekend. Onward and Upward (although not flying around like Edward).
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